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“With our data centre facilities, we are
looking for reliability, performance,
connectivity, agility and flexibility.”
To tackle these problems, Rock IT engineered their
own bespoke cloud services environment and chose
to deploy hardware in a new colocation data centre,
in close proximity to their headquarters. The new
facility would need to provide the scalability, flexibility,
connectivity and technical service that was needed to
support the firm’s growing cloud portfolio.

THE SERVERCHOICE EXPERIENCE
ServerChoice were able to react quickly and work flexibly to
meet all of Seajacks’ technical and operational needs, keeping
well within the tight deadline. Seajacks IT Co-Ordinator,
Daniel Bird, outlines his ServerChoice experience.
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SMART THINKING. DELIVERED.

“In 2013, we’d identified the potential to grow our cloud and backup businesses,
but our existing partner could not offer us the scalability, flexibility and
responsiveness we needed,” said Andrew Grey. “ServerChoice continued to
meet the market expectation in terms of quality, and where our previous
facility couldn’t accommodate our plans for growth or meet client demand,
ServerChoice went over and above. ServerChoice recommended a scalable and
flexible new colocation solution that would meet our needs now and offer us
the service and space to scale in future.”
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IT’s hardware and services and the company acted as a trusted advisor,
empowering Rock IT fast growth by meeting demanding timescales as and
when rapid change was required. Here the data centre plays a crucial role in
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Both data centres provide Rock IT with the same rack
space and power capacity the team needs to support
their cloud, hosting and DR requirements, and as the
business has experienced new growth, the facilities
have been quickly expanded to meet client demand.
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